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ON A PERIODIC MIXED PROBLEM FOR A STRIP* 

N.I. MIRONENKO 

The periodic problem of the action of rigid stamps on a strip is cpnsidered. 
The foundations of the stamps are assumed to be arbitrarily convex and 
symmetric about their vertical axes. The problem is reduced to dual 
summation equations by a traditional method. Two cases are studied: 
the corners of the stamp press on the strip (the width of the contact area 
is known), and the corners of the stamp do not reach the strip (the 
width of the contact area is unknown). The solution for stamps with flat 
bases follows as a special case from the solution obtained. This is 
simultaneously the solution (apart from sign and notation) of a certain 
doubly-periodic problem for a plane with slits. 

The problem under consideration has been studied by other methods in 
/l-3/. 

1. The domain of the strip to be studied lies in the complex z = z+ iy plane (see Fig. 
1 on which the base of the stamps is shown flat for simplicity). The stamps acting on a strip 
from both sides have identical width and are arranged symmetrically with period 2b. Therefore, 
the problem is periodic, and, consequently, 
-b < z Q b. 

we refer all reasoning to the fundamental period 

We will write the boundary conditions forthe upper boundary y = a 

u = -f (z),lzl< c (1.1) 

Y,=O,c<lzI<b 
X,=0, Izl<b 

The form of the function j(s)will be indicated below. We 
denote the pressure under the stamps by Y,,(z) then the load 

Y", (4 on the faces of the strip can be represented as follows: 

I Y”I (4, I 2 I < c 

Fig.1 
Y”” cq = I ;xy.(4=0, lsl<b 

0, c<lzl<b 
(1.2) 

We expand the periodic load Yy,, (2) in a Fourier series 

(1.3) 
M 

’ &)=_a i Y,, (t) dz, a, = + s” Y,, (2) ~0s %,T & 
0 0 

ials 
We now rewrite the boundary conditions (1.1) by using the Kolosov-Muskhelishvili potent- 
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XC~ (t) - t 7 (t) - g(t) = 2G (u - if), t = I + ia, 1 z 1 < c 

CP’(t)+~~~t~r(t)+cl~=O, t=z+ ia, c</51<b 

It is sometimes Convenient to differentiate condition (1.4) with respect to x 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

Assuming the periodic load (1.2) and (1.3) to be given on the faces of the strip, we 
represent the solution of the problem in the following form: 

w’ 0) - cP')---t-(t) - n(t) = 2G (u' - if') i 
t=z+ ia,JzJ<e 

I 

(1 

-4, = e,,shh/S(Q, S&n) = 2b+ sh2h 
% = a, G&ch UI + sh h)/S &,) 
h = ax,, = nnle,, e, = bla 

In this solution the coefficients a,are unknown since the pressure under the stamps is 
unknown. To determine the a,,it is necessary to return to (1.4)-(1.6). We first substitute 
~(1.7) into (1.4) and extract the imaginary part since it is precisely given 

.61 

7) 

(1.8) 

L (I4 = sh*pdS (pm), I z I < c 

Proceeding in the same was as with (1.7) and (1.61, we arrive at the following equation: 

(1.9) 

Finally, substituting (1.7) into (1.5), we obtain 

za h co9 x,2 =O, c<lzlGb (1.10) 

The dual summing equation (1.8) and (1.10) (or (1.9) and (1.10)) is thereby obtained to 
determine the coefficients a,,. We give the function f(z), which depends on the shape of the 
stamp base, in the form 

f(2)=@yk(+yk, Iz[<c 
k-0 

(1.11) 

The quantity Y,, is.unknown here since it characterizes the rigid displacement of the 
steamp; the remaining coefficients yk (k> 1) are given. The stamps are bounded on the sides 
by the lines z- +C. 

We shall consider two cases separately. The first is when the stamp corners x=+c 
press on the strip. In this case the width of the contact area is known and equals 2c. -In 
the second case we assume that the stamp corners do not reach the stamp. Here the width of 
the contact area 2c,< 2c is unknown, but the solution of the problem will be obtained in a 
form such that this width must be given in advance, while the other quantities are considered 
to be unknown. 

2. We will examine the first case (the stamp corners press on the strip). The width 
of the contact area equals the width of the stamps 2c. We take (1.8) and (1.10) as dual 
summing equations, taking (1.11) into account 

ill a,cos%,,x=O, c<lzl<b 

(2.1) 

To solve this equation we first construct the following discontinuous function: 
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(2.2) 

Here Jlk(t) is a Bessel function of the first kind, Ts~ (t) are Chebyshev polynomials 

of the first kind, and ekOis the Kronecker delta. 
NOW, if the coefficients a,, are taken in the form 

(2.3) 

a,=- E (- l)k ak*Jak (ne), n > 1~ 
k=0 

the second equation of (2.1) is satisfied automatically by (2.2). Substituting (2.3) into 

(1.3) and using (2.2) and (1.2), we obtain the pressure under the stamp 

(2.4) 

(P’ is the force squeezing against the stamp). Using (2.4) in the equilibrium conditions for 
the stamp 

c s Y”‘ (2) dx = - P+ (2.5) 
--e 

we find aO* = 1. 
The formula /4/ 

cosx,x = 2 2 (- 1)‘” T,,,JI, (4 Tam ($) 

To = ‘it, TZ = i, Itl,<c 

as well as the following expansion 

(2.6) 

-W/al 
Zk -21-k I; ~~~z,lLJ-mC~~T~-,rn(~), lzl< 1 

m30 
(k) vg = 'la, &,,=I (k=O,2,4,...), .&,=I (k=i,3,5,...) 

(2.7) 

are needed below. 
Using (2.7)) 

of T, (z/c) 

We note that 
known. 

the quantity Ao*is unknown since yois unknown while the remaining A,* are 

To satisfy the first equation in (2.11, we substitute (2.3), (2.6) and (2.8), we inter- 
change the order of summation on the left side and we equate expressions for identical 
Chebyshev polynomials on the right and left /5/. This results in an infinite system of linear 
algebraic equations to determine ay* 

we express the sum on the right side of the first equation (2.1) in terms 

(2.8) 

w 

CC -& 8kO + $k) ak* = 2BAo* 
k=O 

&k% 
k=o 

*=(-l)mfSA,*, m)i 

(2.9) 

The width of the stamp 2c (and therefore also e) and the force P*are known intheproblem 
under consideration, but the degree of stamp insertion 'y o (and therefore alos of Ao*) is 
unknown. Consequently, the right side in the first equation in (2.9) is unknown and the system 
must be solved twice with two different right sides. The first time, the right side in the 
first equation in (2.9) must be taken equal to zero, the remaining right sides are retained. 
The second time, on the other hand, the right side in the first equation must be retained 
while the right sides in the remaining equations are set equal to zero. Summing the solutions 
of these two systems we find the solution of system (2.9) 
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al,* = G -c $1 f $) +) 
P* x+1 ( (k > 0) (2.10) 

(Tk(l) and zk(*) are numerical coefficients). The Ao*in the solution obtained is unknown. To 
determine it we use the fact that aO* = 1. Hence, 
in terms of P*. 

and from (2.10) for k= 0 we express A,* 
The dependence between the degree of stamp insertion I+, and the force P* is 

thereby also determined. We note that in the case of a plane stamp Yk = 0 (k> 1). consequently 
(see (2.8)) A,,* =yo . Investigation of system (2.9) shows that, depending on the values of 
the parameters e and e, it is quasiregular in the worst case. 

3. Now we examine the second case (the stamp corners do not reach the strip). We here 
assume the width 2~~ of the contact area to be given, and the pressure under the stamp, the 
degree of stamp insertion, and the force P** acting on the stamp to be desired. 

We take (1.9) and (1.10) as the dual equation. We write the derivative in (1.9) in the 
following form 

The following discontinuous function 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

is needed to solve the dual equation. 
Here u,,(t) are Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. 
We take the solution of (1.9) and (1.10) in the form: 

p** . . 
ao=-Tfh (3.3) 

(- ljk (Zk + 1) a?J,k+, (ned (n > 1) 
k-0 

As follows from (3.21, equation (1.10) will be satisfied automatically here. Substitut- 
ing (3.3) into (1.3) and using (1.21, we obtain the pressure under the stamps (p** is the 
force acting on the stamp) 

(3.4) 

Substituting (3.4) into the stamp equilibrium condition analogous to (2.5) we obtain that 
ao** = 1. 

To satisfy equation (1.9), we represent sinx,,z as follows /4/: 

sin x,x - 2 T 2?Vl+1 ($), IXl<Cl (3.5) 

We also express the right side of (1.9), i.e., (3.1), in terms of Tk (t) by using (2.7) 

(3.6) 

Now substituting (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6) into (1.9), changing the order of summation on 
the left and equating right and left expressions for identical Chebyshev polynomials of the 
first kind, we obtain an infinite system of linear algebraic equations to determine ak** (k> 0) 

Investigation of system (3.7) shows that, at the least it is quasiregular depending on _ 
the values of the parameters e1 and ep. The solution of this system can be written thus (rk* 

are numerical coefficients) : 

B,* - r, ” 2Mkky,*C:~_~' 
k-m+1 

(-l)‘pk+l)~ y - Jsk+l (ner) Jsm+~ @r) 
II-1 

(3.7) 
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*+ G 
ak =Tk *C1- 

x+1 P+* 
(3.8) 

From (3.8) for k = 0 and the fact that a,,** = 1, we determine the force p** . 

To determine the degree of stamp insertion Yo= Yo* we turn to (1.8), where f(z) (see 

(1.11)) is written thus 

Furthermore, we use 

(we use (2.7) 1: 

~(~)=~Yk*(~~k=~A’,-T*,(~) 

OD 

A::= 
E 

21-%:klk)y~*C:;m, 1 z I< c1 
k=m 

(2.6) in which the L must be replaced by ap,c by cr , and J,, (nE2) 

must be represented by the following sum /6/: 

J,, (ne,) = (W(47d) ~Jzm-1 (n&Z) + JZm+l (ns,)l 

Substituting all this into (1.8) and proceeding as in the derivation of system (3.7), we 
obtain an infinite system of equations, in which all the equations except the first are satis- 
fied identically by virtue of (3.7). The first equation appears as follows: 

-&d* + 2 (;- l)k (2k + 1) h,ay = e$*AF 
k=o 

We determine AO** from this equation (yO* occurs it) since we determined the force P** 
earlier. 

By virtue of the symmetry, the tangential stress on the strip axis is X, = 0 and the 
vertical displacement is L'= 0, hence, the solution obtained is evidently a solution of the 
problem for a strip of width a, resting without friction on an absolutely rigid base and loaded 
along the upper face by stamps /l/. 

We consider the following problem. A plane is weakened 
by a doubly-periodic system of slits (Fig.2) and is stretched 
at infinity in the Oy direction by a mean stress Yy=q. Any 
line I= ko(k = &I, j3, $5, . ..) as well as y = no (n = 0,*2,*4,...) 
can be taken as the axis of symmetry;'hence it follows that 
the ligaments between the slits always remain rectilinear. 

We extract a strip i~ld~, lrldo from the plane under 
consideration and we write the following boundary conditions 
for the fundamental period of this strip 

Y I Y 

” (2) = 5-0 = collst, I t 1 < e, I = +I 

Fig.2 Y,(z) * 0, c <I2 I <b, I = f-0; -X,(4 = 0, 111 d b, y = fu 

These boundary conditions are a special case of condition (1.1). This problem can there- 
fore be regarded as solved (see Sect.2). In particular, it is here necessary to set P*= -Gb. 

Then the stress Y,in the ligament IrI<c,y=a will be determined by (2.4) with the mentioned 
replacement for the force Pa. The following stress intensity coefficient follows from this 
formula 

of 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

r 0. 

Here 2c is the width of the ligament (the width of the slit is Zl=2 (6 -CC)). The system 
slits (cracks) is non-equilibrium in the case under consideration. 
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